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Cats are Superheroes by Judith Berman

More cats more fun
They conspire mischievously
and talk about me and
i do not know what they call me
i am the lady that cleans their mess and feeds them
and gives toys what fun
oh to speak their language and know what they are
saying and thinking
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And just like that my cat Max became a
Man of the house eating at the table
and requesting to be fed at the table as
a grown man.
Max and Smokey scurry about tearing
open dry cat food bags. And eating all
the time and race around as if they are
flying super heroes
It is their way of being heroic by putting
a smile on all our faces
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Oh they are just sweet little baby pink
cats innocent as two plush stuffed
animals with bows
Hahaha they want you to be fooled to
Think they are innocent and look at you
with wide innocent eyes as they
conspire mischeivous deeds
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Oh they are just sweet little baby pink
cats innocent as two plush stuffed
animals with bows
Hahaha they want you to be fooled to
Think they are innocent and look at you
with wide innocent eyes as they
conspire mischeivous deeds
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Our cats Smokey and Max we
really love them and they enjoy
each other
the end
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Poetry by Leslie Langer

Jib Lanes
The place is Jib Lanes.
I don't know any Waynes.
I never did log rolling.
We go there for bowling.
When you are embarrassed,
You are blushing.
It is located in Flushing.
It has a lot of alleys.
I have never been
To any pep rallies.
Another word for
Corridors are halls.
It has different
Color balls.
I like the
Author, Ayn Rand.
There is a concession stand.
My apartment has
More than 1 screen.
It has a snack machine.
I don't do any snoring.
It has electronic scoring.
I eat my hot dog
On a bun.
Going to Jib Lanes
For bowling is
A lot of fun.

A Mother's Love
A mother's love is a special emotion. She loves you no what
matter what things you might do. A special person who is there
for you through thick and thin. She will lay down her life for you.
If you do something wrong, she will love you anyway. She makes
sure that you have all the necessities of life. You are lucky if
you have a mother who is proud of all things that you accomplish.
You are a lucky person who has a mother who gives you her
unconditional love.

There is a journey to the millennium of a beginning of actually AD-BC and it is detriment
Of an exertion of due diligence.
The wars of today ending in 2021 was sad in Staten Island of Richmond County.
Venture House has given me recreational experiences in its program.
The weekends were fun and filled with laughter and I combined office skills with
Security training. It led to part time jobs and advocacy for the future.
During the COVID 2020 season i had a lawyer and the iris was helping me with
The stimulus payments.
I have been going to church and the gym and I am currently with a union.
I am glad to be back with venture house and beyond.

Raymond Martinez

Today I am a star. In my mind, inmy heart,in my soul, just a
humble star waiting to explode over the sea. I hear you like
me, and I am humble and proud but waiting for you to
explode over 1,000 butterflies free like music, like the woods,
like wolves, like scarves. I also hear you don't want to get
together, and that's fine, I'll rearrange my position in the
sky to look like new comets. I'll purchase something to make
me really happy, perhaps a code to the universe, leading to
a new destiny, to someone that won't reject, only to pile
endless stars on top of me, exploding like mercy, like blood,
like wine, like endless roses positioned in the sky, leading
my way home.....

Eva Tortora

January 8, 2022 Smoking
I have been a non-smoker for 30 years. I used to be a chain smoker.
Nicotine is the most physically addictive chemicals ever and
withdrawal is terribly hard.
I had absolutely no reason to start smoking and it made no sense that
I started.
I remember visiting my aunt in the hospital and seeing her right
before she died. My aunt had been a very heavy smoker and when she
died of lung cancer it was a horrible way to die.
When I saw her she had a tube in her neck to breath and could not
talk to me except she took out the tube for a few seconds and gasped
some words at me through a raspy voice.
The irony is that I did not smoke ever before seeing her that way and
I was hounded don't ever smoke and then as an act of derangement I
actually started smoking afterward with no sensible reason why.
I have always been an anxious and panicky person and in my late
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teens I went through a time feeling very lost and in limbo
unsure of direction and goals. My aunt on her death bed said to me to
remember I am very smart and not to sell myself short and adamantly
told me don't give up on yourself and make sure you go to college.
No one else in my family ever told me that I was smart. I was always told
to make sure I found a smart man to marry who could support me. I
was told I had a pretty face but that I shouldn't let myself go and that i
wouldn't find a man because I was too fat. I hated that I could not keep
myself a good weight and seemed to gain back weight faster than I can
lose it. It made me feel unattractive and hopelsss and made me hate
myself and feel like a failure and i felt self-loathing. I think at a time
when I felt very anxious but also felt a sense of failure because of my
growing futile struggle with my weight I smoked. I went to college but
gained weight while i did and the more anxious I was out of my weight
the more appealing it was to smoke it was easy to get a cigarette
socially when others had it
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and I could light up from someone and then it helped me not eat for
a minute.
I did end up married and also ended up a mother with first one son
and then two and I also fell into a career in computers. I actually
dropped out of college as I began to work in computers. My first
time feeling really passionate about something other than food was
computers because I had been drawn to it and have natural
aptitude for it. When I first started working full time and married
and working while I was growing a family and working and being a
parent it seems overnight I became a heavy smoker and that it just
fit with having a hectic life and having cigarette breaks and smoking
with everyone else.
The smoking seemed like almost a mechanical way to cope almost in
autopilot mode that if things were hectic or you wanted to take a
break and take a breath to light up and smoke and while
remembering the image of my aunt struggling for breath I would
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light up and inhale the poison that killed her.
I was becoming the very thing that killed my aunt and was beginning
just like her working hard working and raising a family working
and being the main support and working and being a heavy
coughing smoker smoking and working hard and smoking in a
hectic life being just like her. The working gave me self-esteem and I
resigned myself to the fact that my weight struggle attractive
especially married and working and having a family.
When I was first working we all smoked at our desks with a cloud
over us and my first moment of truth was when we became smoke
free and then I had to go outside to smoke and the prices of
cigarettes kept getting higher and through the roof.
I became aware that I wasn't able to get up without lighting up and
was also coughing and hacking and even I coughed and hacked lit
up and inhaled in between coughing. It became real that I could end
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suffocating and unable to get air and die horribly like my aunt. As I
developed more feeling of self-worth and wanting to live and be there
for my children I developed it being important to stop and I wanted
badly to stop smoking.
It was the hardest thing to do and i actually had to do it twice I quit
smoking for 6 months started again and then quit for good and did it
cold turkey I just made decision and it was hard I stuck with it. I had to
occupy myself with activity to breath and remind myself physical
stamina that I gained by not smoking. I was able to breath and walk
without stopping and willed myself to do it.
My son smokes and I wish he could stop and I hope he does and that he
can be strong and do that. It took strong will and determination I will
never smoke again.
Judy Berman
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So I hear you don't find me intelligent, let me clear my throat.....I am a hot
air balloon free over the mountain tops, I am a rhythmic song bleeding
words instead of music, I am a beautiful scarf floating in the ocean, saving
me from the cold, I am a restless star, outlined in neon light, waiting for
Friday, for a good medical report, a good spaghetti lunch, for a nice day to
have a nice day, to hear you speak positively about me again, in the rain,
before I walk a mile home.....
Eva Tortora

Holding a Grudge Is Unhealthy and Toxic
By Judy Berman
In my life there have been great experiences and connection with family
and friends and it has enriched me with many great memories. Some
powerful memories were mot always the most fun or the most pleasant but
all are precious and have meaning.
Sometimes I remember a snapshot frame work of a scene playing with
cousins and a grandparent.
All of us grandchildren were held near as we hovered over and protected
as valuable jewels.
As we grew older we grew apart and something ugly called gossip
deadened some of the connections and kept them from thriving.
People are sensitive souls and families have mental illness it should not be
a source of entertainment or gossip and tragically it sometimes is just
that.
I have been a victim of ugly gossip from mean people who spoke hurtful
words and repeated things that should have been kept quiet.
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At one point I have a failed relationship and then found another new love
and my cousin repeated to me that her sister my other cousin said she
doesn't think it would last a year.
It lasted 26 and reaped two wonderful sons and the cousin who said the
mean words meanwhile had two failed relationships karma is a bitch.
The tragedy is that cruel words repeated hurtfully have damaging lasting
impact and in fact in the Jewish religion we are forbidden from evil gossip
it is L'shin Hara (sounds like lotion ha ra) and is a strong sin.
People say things and it is triggering and then provokes more flood or
hurtful words and people remember take it out of context and hold
grudges.
Sadly sometimes people only believe what they are told and the topic of
gossip never gets to tell their side of the story and set the record straight.
For my own mental health I had to walk away and stop trying to defend
myself on deaf ears. Just write it off to their loss.
One of my aunts told a cousin of mine to stay away from me that I was no
good. Based on something someone claims I said which I didn't or was out
of context or a response to someone else's mean words. I never got to tellPage 2 of 3

my side.The aunt just died and I wrote a loving Tribute to her online.
When people see it they will say they never knew I felt that way and it is too
late but I get the last word and now Page
they
realize the damage of their gossip
1
and it is their loss.
My loving tribute for my mental health is a way of moving forward to not
holding a grudge and that especially in death let people rest in peace and
not hold grudge when someone is dead and can't respond to someone's
poison.
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DONT SAY CANT WHEN YOU CAN
I THOUGHT I COULDN'T COOK BUT
NOW LOOK HOW GOD WORKS HE SAW
MY POTIENTIAL AND NOW I CAN
COOK BY LEARNING FROM STAFF AND
MEMBERS.
I HAD A PROBLEM AND COULDN'T
LEARN HOW TO TYPE FASTER AND
LOOKING AT THE KEYS BUT NOW I
CAN LEARN IF I PRACTICEMY TYPING
SKILLS AND GET BETTER AT IT ONCE I
MASTER THE KEYS.

I THOUGHT I COULDNT PASS MY
FOOD HANDLERS LICENSE TEST
BUT I PROVE CANT INTO CAN
CAUSE I DID PASS WITH FLYING
COLORS.

MY FINAL THOUGHT ON THIS IS
TO PASS ALONG TO ALONG TO
ALL OF MY MEMBERS AND
STAFF IS WHEN YOU THINK YOU
CANT DO NOTHING TO GET
THERE KNOW THAT THERE'S A
WILL AND WAY AND THAT YOU
CAN ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS AND
DREAMS IF YOU PUT YOUR
MIND INTO IT.
BY: MICHELLE BANISTER
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Join us Saturday, January 12th for our Valentine's Day
Party hosted by Joe L!
10am-3pm
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Black History Month
February

President's Day
February 21,
2022
Hours: 10am3pm

Thursday, February 24th 3pm
Mobilization for Justice
Law firm for legal services
will be doing a presentation
at VH.

Starting February 1st,
Venture House will go back to
extended hours on Tuesday and
Wednesday till 7pm and
Saturdays 10am - 3pm.

Member leadership Day
February 1st!
When we lead and the staff
Follows!

Thank you for reading, stay tuned for
our next edition!

